The RNA polymerase II core promoter is sometimes referred to as the gateway to transcription. The core promoter is generally defined to be the stretch of DNA that directs the initiation of transcription. This simple description belies a complex multidimensional regulatory element, as there is considerable diversity in core promoter structure and function. Core promoters can be viewed at the levels of DNA sequences, transcription factors, and biological networks. Key DNA sequences are known as core promoter elements, which include the TATA box, initiator (Inr), polypyrimidine initiator (TCT), TFIIB recognition element (BRE), motif ten element (MTE), and downstream core promoter element (DPE) motifs. There are no universal core promoter elements that are present in all promoters. Different types of core promoters are transcribed by different sets of transcription factors and exhibit distinct properties, such as specific interactions with transcriptional enhancers, that are determined by the presence or absence of particular core promoter motifs. Moreover, some core promoter elements have been found to be associated with specific biological networks. For instance, the TCT motif is dedicated to the transcription of ribosomal protein genes in Drosophila and humans. In addition, nearly all of the Drosophila Hox genes have a DPE motif in their core promoters. The complexity of the core promoter is further seen in the relation among transcription initiation patterns, the stability or lability of transcriptional states, and the organization of the chromatin structure in the promoter region. Hence, the current data indicate that the core promoter is a critical component in the regulation of gene activity.
INTRODUCTION

T
he RNA polymerase II core promoter is generally defined to be the minimal stretch of DNA that is sufficient to direct the accurate initiation of transcription by RNA polymerase II. [1] [2] [3] [4] Traditionally, the core promoter has been commonly thought to be a transcriptional element that functions universally and indiscriminately with different enhancers and in multiple contexts. It is now apparent, however, that the core promoter is a structurally and functionally diverse transcriptional regulatory element. Hence, in the analysis of gene activity, it is necessary to understand and to incorporate the specific components of the core promoter. In this review, I will discuss the core promoter from perspectives that have been acquired from research on transcription in Drosophila and mammals, wherein many aspects of the basic mechanisms of transcription are nearly identical.
Transcription at the core promoter is mediated by the basal transcription machinery. RNA polymerase II is a multisubunit enzyme that can synthesize RNA from the DNA template, but the purified polymerase is unable to recognize the core promoter. This process requires additional basal transcription factors that are sometimes referred to as the 'general transcription factors' or 'GTFs', although they do not function universally at all core promoters. 5 These basal transcription factors include TFIIA (transcription factor, RNA polymerase II, A), TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIE, TFIIF, and TFIIH. The recognition of core promoter sequence motifs is often performed by TFIID, which comprises the TATA box-binding protein (TBP) and TBP-associated factors (TAFs). During the transcription process, the basal factors and RNA polymerase II assemble into a large complex at the core promoter that is termed the transcription preinitiation complex (PIC). Then, upon addition of nucleotides, transcription initiates and the polymerase elongates down the DNA template. It is important to note, however, that there are different mechanisms of basal transcription from different types of core promoters. Our current knowledge of basal transcription factors is based primarily on the analysis of TATA-dependent core promoters. It is thus likely that many other basal transcription factors remain to be identified.
CORE PROMOTER ELEMENTS
The analysis of the core promoter can be performed at the levels of the DNA sequences, protein factors, and biological functions. From the perspective of the DNA sequences, core promoters can be viewed as comprising specific DNA sequence motifs, which are referred to as core promoter elements or motifs, that confer distinct properties to the promoter. There are no universal core promoter elements that are found in all promoters. Some of the known core promoter motifs are shown in Figure 1 . The best known core promoter element is the TATA box 6 ; however, the TATA box is found in only about 10-20% of metazoan core promoters. It is likely that many more core promoter elements remain to be discovered, as a substantial fraction of core promoters (perhaps about one-third) lack any of the known core promoter motifs. It might also be noted that the organization of core promoter motifs in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is quite different from that in metazoans (see Ref 7 ). I will summarize some of the key features of several core promoter elements that are present in metazoans. More detailed descriptions of their properties can be found elsewhere. [1] [2] [3] [4] The Initiator
The Initiator (Inr) encompasses the +1 transcription start site and is probably the most commonly occurring core promoter element. The existence of a distinct sequence at the start site was described by Corden et al., 8 and the function of the Inr as a transcriptional element was articulated by Smale and Baltimore. 9 Although many factors have been found to interact with Inr sequences, it appears that basal transcription involves the binding of TFIID to the Inr. 1 Based on functional studies that measure TFIID binding or transcriptional activity, the Inr consensus sequences based on computational analyses are TCAGTY (A +1 ) for focused promoters in Drosophila 13, 14 , TCA (A +1 ) for dispersed promoters in Drosophila, 15 and YR (R +1 ) in humans. 16, 17 (Focused and dispersed promoters are discussed below.) As a point of reference, the A in the Inr consensus is commonly designated as the +1 position in the promoter whether or not the predominant site of initiation is at this nucleotide. This convention is useful because other core promoter motifs, particularly the downstream core promoter element (DPE) and motif ten element (MTE), function cooperatively with the Inr in a manner that is sensitive to their distance to the A +1 position.
The TATA Box and BRE Motifs
The TATA box sequence is the first core promoter motif to be identified. 6 In metazoans, the TATA box consensus is TATAWAAR, with the 5 T generally being located at −30 or −31 relative to the A +1 in the Inr. The TATA box is bound by the TBP subunit of TFIID. It is interesting to note that the TATA box and TBP are both conserved from archaebacteria to humans.
There are two BRE (TFIIB recognition element) motifs, which are located either upstream (BREu) or downstream (BREd) of a subset of TATA box elements. It is uncommon for a promoter to contain both BREu and BREd motifs. The BRE motifs act in conjunction with the TATA box. Like TBP and the TATA box, TFIIB and the BRE are also conserved from archaebacteria to humans. The BREu (which was originally termed 'BRE') as well as the BREd have been found to have both positive and negative effects on basal transcription activity. [19] [20] [21] In studies of the Drosophila Caudal protein, which is a sequencespecific enhancer-binding factor, it was found that the presence of a BREu upstream of a TATA box suppresses transcriptional activation by Caudal. 22 Thus, it would likely be interesting and important to explore the function of the BRE motifs in the context of transcriptional activation and enhancer function.
The DPE and MTE Motifs
The DPE was discovered in the analysis of TATAless promoters in Drosophila. 23 The MTE, which is located immediately upstream of the DPE, was identified as an overrepresented core promoter sequence termed 'motif 10' 13 and then found to be a functional core promoter element. 24 The MTE and the DPE are conserved from Drosophila to humans, and both motifs appear to be in close proximity to the TFIID subunits TAF6 and TAF9, which resemble histones H4 and H3. [25] [26] [27] Because the MTE and the DPE appeared to be adjacent or potentially overlapping, the relationship between these two motifs was investigated in greater detail. This study revealed that there are three key downstream functional subregions that are of particular importance for MTE and DPE function. 27 The first and second subregions (18-22 and 27-29 , which are named for their downstream positions relative to the A +1 in the cognate Inr) are essential for the MTE, whereas the second and third subregions (27-29 and 30-33) constitute the DPE. Favored nucleotides for each subregion are 18-22 (CGANC), 27-29 (CGG), and 30-33 (WYGT). Disfavored nucleotides are 18-22 (RT--W), 27-29 (GYA), and 30-33 (SRW -). It is interesting to note that the combination of the first and third subregions will also yield an active core promoter, although this particular arrangement, termed 'Bridge', appears to occur rarely in natural promoters. From one perspective, the downstream core promoter region from +18 to +33 (relative to A +1 ) could be envisioned as being one continuous downstream core promoter region. However, it is likely that more MTE-like promoters will have In focused transcription, there is either a single predominant transcription start site or a cluster of start sites in a small region of several nucleotides. In dispersed transcription, there are multiple weak start sites that are distributed over a larger region of about 50-100 nucleotides. Focused promoters are generally associated with regulated genes, whereas dispersed promoters are typically found in housekeeping genes, which maintain steady levels of transcription.
transcriptional properties that are distinct from those of more DPE-like promoters. 24 Therefore, it is probably best to maintain the current designations of the downstream core promoter motifs.
DIFFERENT MODES OF TRANSCRIPTION INITIATION
Focused versus Dispersed Transcription Initiation
In the analysis of eukaryotic transcription, it became apparent at a relatively early stage that transcription initiation at different genes occurs in two distinct patterns, which I will refer to as 'focused' and 'dispersed' (Figure 2 ). In focused transcription initiation (also known as 'peaked', 'single dominant peak', 'narrow peak', 'sharp peak'), there is either a single transcription start site or a cluster of start sites in a small region of several nucleotides. Focused transcription was observed, for instance, in most viral promoters, β-globin promoters, and histone gene promoters. 6 In dispersed transcription initiation (also known as 'broad', 'broad with peak', 'weak peak'), there are multiple weak start sites that are distributed over a region of about 50-100 nt. Dispersed transcription was originally seen in the promoters of housekeeping genes, which are involved in the general maintenance of cellular functions. One early example of a dispersed promoter is the mammalian HMG-CoA reductase promoter. 28 In vertebrates, another feature of housekeeping gene promoters is that they are typically located in a G/Crich stretch of DNA known as a CpG island. 29, 30 These observations have led to the hypothesis that dispersed promoters are associated with CpG islands and housekeeping genes. As discussed below, this theory will likely be revised, particularly with respect to CpG islands.
It is important to note that the terms 'focused' and 'dispersed' refer to opposite ends of a continuum of transcriptional patterns. For instance, some promoters exhibit a dispersed pattern with one major transcription start site. Some data suggest that such promoters are more closely related to dispersed than to focused promoters. 31 For simplicity, however, I will restrict the discussion to differences between more purely focused versus dispersed promoters.
Regulated versus Constitutive Transcription from Focused versus Dispersed Promoters
In the initial analysis of eukaryotic transcription start sites, there appeared to be a general correlation of focused transcription with regulated genes and dispersed transcription with housekeeping genes, which typically have steady levels of transcription ( Figure 2 ). This model was further reinforced with genome-wide analyses of promoter shape and gene expression (see Ref 32) . Hence, it is probably generally true that regulated genes use focused promoters, whereas housekeeping genes use dispersed promoters. From a teleological standpoint, this arrangement makes sense because a regulated gene could be turned on or off most effectively through the control of a single start site, whereas constitutive genes could maintain a steady level of transcription through the use of multiple weak start sites, any of which could be varied with only a minimal effect on the overall expression.
Postulated Mechanistic Distinctions between Focused versus Dispersed Transcription
Ultimately, the distinctions between the different transcriptional patterns are due to differences in the mechanisms by which transcription occurs at the different promoter types. Based on biochemical studies of the transcription process (see 33, 34) , I envision focused transcription to occur when RNA polymerase II is positioned (i.e., 'focused') at a specific location of the core promoter as it is assembled into the PIC. One of the key factors in the positioning of the polymerase would be TFIID, which interacts with several core promoter motifs. Then, for each round of transcription, the positioned RNA polymerase initiates transcription from either one highly preferred nucleotide or one of multiple preferred nucleotides in the immediate vicinity ( Figure 3(a) ). It might be noted that the preference of RNA polymerase II for initiation at specific sites can be altered by the availability of nucleotides 33 or by the introduction of specific dinucleotide primers, 35, 36 which is consistent with the theory of multiple potential initiation sites from a positioned polymerase in the PIC. Hence, in this model, the RNA polymerase is positioned and start site selection is dictated by the preference of the polymerase for initiation from particular nearby nucleotides. Transcription from focused promoters typically does not involve a continuous rise in the transcription signal from each position that peaks at a particular nucleotide. Hence, the term 'focused' may be a more accurate representation of the properties of these promoters than 'peaked'.
Dispersed transcription probably occurs by a substantially different mechanism than focused transcription. Dispersed transcription involves a scattered set of transcription start sites rather than a broad continuous distribution of start sites. For this reason, the term 'dispersed' may be a more accurate description of the pattern of start sites than 'broad'. Dispersed transcription is unlikely to be due to a tandem arrangement of multiple weak focused promoters, because the characteristic sequences in focused core promoters, such as the TATA box, are typically not found in dispersed promoters. Thus, instead of positioning the polymerase by TFIID as in focused promoters, dispersed transcription may be driven by promoter-proximal sequence-specific DNAbinding proteins such as Sp1 and NF-Y (see Ref 37) . For instance, the combination of an Sp1 binding site and an Inr element can drive a low level of transcription in vitro and in cells (see Refs 38 and 39) . Hence, dispersed promoters, which are known to contain many binding sites for factors like Sp1, may be multiple tandem and interdigitated combinations of binding sites for Sp1 (or related sequence-specific factors) and Inr-like sequences (Figure 3(b) ). With regard to this model, it should be further noted that a broad range of sequences can function as Inr elements. 12, 16, 17 Moreover, in Drosophila, the Inr consensus for dispersed promoters is more relaxed than the Inr consensus for focused promoters. 15 Therefore, it is likely that loose Inr-like sequences can be used in conjunction with Sp1 and other sequencespecific DNA-binding proteins in dispersed promoters. This model for dispersed transcription has not been, to my knowledge, formally published but is based on experiments and ideas from scientists such as Stephen T. Smale and Robert G. Roeder.
CORE PROMOTER ELEMENTS IN BIOLOGICAL NETWORKS The TCT Motif and the Synthesis of Ribosomal Proteins
The polypyrimidine initiator motif (TCT) (Figure 1 ) is a core promoter element that is dedicated to the synthesis of ribosomal proteins as well as other proteins involved in translation. 40 The TCT motif is conserved from Drosophila to humans and has a consensus of YYC +1 TTTYY in Drosophila and YC +1 TYTYY in humans, where C +1 is the transcription start site. The name 'TCT motif' derives from the TCT nucleotides that are commonly found from positions −1 to +2. This sequence has also been referred to as the 'polypyrimidine initiator' in earlier studies of the mouse rpS16 gene promoter. 41, 42 The TCT motif overlaps with but is distinct from the sequences that encode the 5 terminal oligopyrimidine tract (5 TOP), which is an oligopyrimidine stretch at the 5 end of ribosomal protein mRNAs that is involved in the regulation of translation. 43 The TCT motif appears to be present in nearly all ribosomal protein gene promoters in Drosophila and humans. 40 Out of the 52 Drosophila ribosomal gene promoters with high confidence transcription start site data, 44 promoters have a perfect match and alignment to the YYC +1 TTTYY consensus, seven promoters have a single mismatch with perfect alignment, and one promoter has two mismatches with perfect alignment. 40 Given that the YYC +1 TTTYY consensus would occur once in every 4096 nt in a random sequence, it is remarkable that this motif is found in nearly all ribosomal gene core promoters.
The TCT motif consensus sequence (for example, in Drosophila: YYCTTTYY) is similar to the Inr consensus (in Drosophila: TCAKTY) (Figure 4(a) ). The Inr consensus fits within the TCT consensus except that the TCT motif has a TCT (or CCT) trinucleotide where the Inr has a TCA trinucleotide. Given that the TCT motif and Inr both encompass the transcription start site and are nearly identical in sequence, it seemed possible that these two elements are functionally related. Contrary to this hypothesis, the TCT motif cannot substitute for an Inr for basal transcription activity (Figure 4(b) ). If, however, the TCT trinucleotide in the TCT motif is mutated to TCA to make it match the Inr consensus (Figure 4(c) ), then the mutant TCA version of the TCT motif can substitute for an Inr (Figure 4(b) ). In addition, TFIID, which is known to bind to the Inr, is not able to bind to promoters containing a TCT motif, but is able to bind to promoters containing the TCA mutant version of the TCT motif (Figure 4(b) ). These results indicate that the TCT-based transcription system functions by a fundamentally different mechanism than the well-established Inr-based transcription system that involves TFIID binding to the Inr. It is also notable that a single T versus A difference in the sequences of the TCT motif and Inr is responsible for their distinct transcriptional properties.
From a broader perspective, these studies show that the TCT-based transcription system is dedicated to the synthesis of ribosomal proteins ( Figure 5(a) ). Thus, the TCT transcription system complements the RNA polymerase I and RNA polymerase III transcription systems, which are primarily dedicated to the synthesis of ribosomal RNAs and transfer RNAs. Together, these three transcription systems provide the RNA species that are needed for synthesis of the ribosome and transfer RNAs. 40 The inability of the TCT motif to substitute for an Inr was also observed in two different downstream core promoter element (DPE)-containing promoters. 40 (c) Sequence of the mutant TCA version of the TCT motif.
From the more limited perspective of the core promoter, the TCT system provides an example in which a core promoter element functions as a key component of a biological regulatory network-in this case, transcription of the ribosomal protein genes. Because the synthesis of the ribosomal protein genes must be coordinated, it makes sense, from a teleological standpoint, for these genes to contain a shared core promoter element.
The TCT motif is also an excellent example of a rare but biologically important core promoter element. It is estimated that there are about 120 TCT motif sequences in Drosophila. There may be many other rare and yet-to-be-identified core promoter elements with important functions in other gene networks.
The Drosophila Hox Genes Are a DPEbased Network
The Drosophila homeotic (Hox) genes, which are involved in the specification of segment identity, are a DPE-based network of genes. 22 Nearly all of the core promoters of the Hox genes contain DPE motifs ( Figure 5(b) ). The promoters lacking a DPE motif are those associated with the evolutionarily most recent genes, Ubx and Abd-A. These findings suggested that transcription factors that regulate the Hox genes may act in a DPE-specific manner. The investigation of this hypothesis led to the finding that Caudal protein, which is a sequence-specific enhancerbinding factor and a key regulator of the Hox genes, is a DPE-specific activator. Caudal mediates strong activation of DPE-dependent promoters, weak activation of TATA-dependent promoters, and little or no activation of promoters containing both a BREu and a TATA box. 22 These findings suggest that early versions of the Hox gene network contained only DPE-dependent core promoters and may have been regulated by a set of transcription factors, such as Caudal, that function specifically with the DPE motif.
Caudal provides an example of a sequencespecific transcriptional activator that functions specifically with the DPE. The mechanism by which Caudal functions as a DPE-specific activator is an interesting question that remains to be solved. This process may involve the recruitment of transcription factors such as NC2 (also known as Dr1-Drap1) and Mot1 (also known as BTAF1 and Hel89B), which have been found to promote DPE-dependent transcription and to inhibit TATA-dependent transcription. 44, 45 From a more general perspective, enhancer-core promoter specificity provides a mechanism by which sequence-specific transcription factors can be linked to their desired target genes in regulatory networks. Aside from the studies on Caudal, enhancer elements have been found to activate transcription in a DPE or TATA-specific manner, 46, 47 but the DPE and TATAspecific activators were not identified. In the future, it will be particularly informative to find additional core-promoter-specific factors like Caudal.
ADDITIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE CORE PROMOTER The Core Promoter and the Response of Target Genes to p53
The tumor suppressor protein p53, which is a sequence-specific transcription factor, activates its proteins. 40 The TCT-based transcription system for the synthesis of ribosomal proteins complements the RNA polymerase I and RNA polymerase III transcription systems for the synthesis of ribosomal RNAs and transfer RNAs. (b) The Drosophila Hox genes, except for Ubx and abd-A, have TATA-less, downstream core promoter element (DPE)-dependent core promoters. 22 The DPE motifs in the indicated genes are conserved from Drosophila melanogaster to Drosophila virilis. Ubx and abd-A, the two most evolutionarily recent Hox genes, lack both TATA and DPE motifs in their core promoters. lab, labial; pb, proboscipedia; Dfd, Deformed; Scr, Sex combs reduced; Antp, Antennapedia; Ubx, Ultrabithorax; abd-A, abdominal-A ; Abd-B, Abdominal-B.
various target genes with different kinetics. Target genes that are involved in the control of the cell cycle, such as CDKN1A (formerly known as p21), are induced rapidly, whereas target genes that promote apoptosis, such as FAS, are induced slowly. The rapidly transcribed CDKN1A promoter has a TATA box that facilitates efficient PIC assembly, whereas the slow responding FAS promoter lacks a TATA box and displays inefficient PIC assembly. 48 These findings suggest that core promoter structure is an important component of the p53 transcriptional response. It will be interesting and important to see whether other p53 target genes exhibit analogous properties.
RNA Polymerase II Pausing/Stalling and the Pause Button
Studies by Lis and coworkers revealed the existence of paused, transcriptionally engaged RNA polymerase II approximately 25 nt downstream of the transcription start site of the Drosophila hsp70 and other genes. 49, 50 More recently, genome-wide analyses have shown that the pausing of polymerase at about 20-50 nt downstream of the start site occurs commonly in many genes (for reviews, see . A sequence, termed the pause button (PB), has been found to be enriched in core promoters of genes that exhibit a stalled polymerase. 54 The location and consensus of the PB are similar to those of the DPE. 54, 55 It is thus possible that the DPE participates in pausing by RNA polymerase II in downstream promoter region. In this regard, it should be noted that the TAF6 and TAF9 subunits of TFIID are in close proximity to the DPE.
36
TAF6 and TAF9 resemble histones H4 and H3, and may interact with the DNA in the downstream core promoter region like an H3-H4 tetramer and promote pausing by the polymerase.
It is also useful to note that promoters with a stalled/paused polymerase exhibit some enrichment for focused promoters. 31, 55 In Drosophila, promoters with a paused/stalled polymerase have an approximately twofold higher percentage of focused promoters (55%) than that seen in all promoters. 31 Nevertheless, a moderate proportion (44%) of paused/stalled promoters have a dispersed transcription pattern.
CpG Islands and Transcriptional Patterns
In vertebrates, the cytosine bases in CG ('CpG' in the classic nucleotide nomenclature) dinucleotides are generally methylated to give 5-methylcytosine. When such methylated CpG dinucleotides are deaminated, the 5-methylcytosine is converted into thymine, which is not efficiently repaired. Hence, in vertebrates, CpG dinucleotides are generally underrepresented with a notable exception being 'CpG islands' (also known as 'CGI'), which are stretches of DNA with an average length of about 1 kbp that are rich in G+C bases with CpG dinucleotides that are commonly unmethylated. 30 In vertebrates, it appears that over half of known promoters are in a CpG island. CpG island promoters often have a dispersed transcription initiation pattern and are also found with housekeeping genes. Hence, the hypothesis emerged that dispersed promoters are associated with housekeeping genes that are present in CpG islands. This model was generally accepted until the analysis of focused versus dispersed transcription was examined on a genome-wide scale in Drosophila, an organism that is mostly deficient in CpG methylation. Because of the low levels of CpG methylation in Drosophila, CpG dinucleotides occur at a normal frequency throughout the genome and CpG islands (i.e., regions of DNA that are enriched In the case of housekeeping genes, the transcriptional state is stable and the flow of factors through the promoter region can be viewed as that of a steady state system. This stable transcriptional state correlates with an ordered chromatin structure in the promoter region, wherein a positioned array of nucleosomes is typically observed. Regulated genes are in a labile transcriptional state in which they are poised for rapid activation or repression. This labile state correlates with little or no apparent order in the chromatin structure in the promoter region. Focused promoters, particularly those with TATA, initiator (Inr), motif ten element (MTE), or downstream core promoter element (DPE) motifs, are generally associated with regulated genes and a lack of positioned nucleosomes in the promoter region. Dispersed promoters, on the other hand, are commonly found in housekeeping genes with positioned nucleosomes in the promoter region. One notable exception to this general trend is the polypyrimidine initiator (TCT) motif-based transcription system, in which focused promoters mediate the transcription of ribosomal protein genes, which are housekeeping genes. Unlike the TATA, Inr, motif ten element (MTE), and downstream core promoter element (DPE)-containing promoters, TCT-dependent promoters exhibit strong nucleosome positioning. 31 These findings suggest that the key feature that dictates the chromatin structure in the promoter region is the stability or lability of the transcriptional state.
for CpG dinucleotides) do not exist. In Drosophila, studies of transcription patterns revealed that both focused and dispersed promoters exist in the absence of CpG islands. 31, 32 Hence, there is not an obligatory link between CpG islands and dispersed transcription.
In the absence of CpG methylation, there are distinguishing features between focused and dispersed promoters in Drosophila. 15, 32 Relative to dispersed promoters, focused promoters are enriched in regulated genes as well as in core promoter motifs such as the TATA, Inr, and DPE. On the other hand, relative to focused promoters, dispersed promoters are enriched in housekeeping genes and exhibit a higher degree of chromatin organization. This latter point is discussed in the following section.
Chromatin Structure and the Lability of Gene Expression States
Genome-wide analyses of chromatin structure have shown that many promoters exhibit a distinct pattern of positioned nucleosomes relative to the transcription start site (see Refs 56 and 57) (Figure 6 ). Different studies have examined the localization of bulk nucleosomes, histone variants such as H2A.Z, and covalent histone modifications such as trimethylated lysine residue 4 of histone H3 (H3K4me3), but for the present discussion, I will not make a distinction between these different forms of histones and chromatin.
The combined analysis of nucleosome positioning and transcription patterns revealed that dispersed promoters generally have strong nucleosome positioning, whereas focused promoters generally exhibit little or no nucleosome positioning 31 ( Figure 6 ). Further comparison of chromatin structure and specific core promoter elements showed that promoters with TATA box, Inr, MTE, or DPE motifs have little or no nucleosome positioning. Given that these motifs are generally associated with focused promoters, these results are consistent with the observation that focused promoters generally do not have an ordered chromatin structure. On the other hand, core promoters with a TCT motif, which are mostly focused promoters, are associated with a highly ordered chromatin structure. 31 These results further reinforce the differences between TCT-based versus Inr-based core promoters. The apparently anomalous property of the focused TCT-containing promoters may be due to the function of the TCT motif in the transcription of ribosomal protein genes, which are housekeeping genes. These findings therefore suggest that a highly ordered nucleosome structure is associated with genes in which there is a stable program of expression. In such cases, the promoters might exist as steady state systems. Conversely, regulated genes that have changeable expression programs have little or no order in their chromatin structure.
A summary of chromatin structure, transcription patterns, core promoter elements, and gene expression properties is shown in Figure 6 . The term 'stable' reflects a kinetic resistance to change in the level of gene expression, whereas 'labile' indicates a facile change in the state of gene expression. One might describe a 'labile' promoter as being 'poised' for rapid activation or repression. The mechanisms by which the different chromatin states are established remain to be determined. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to hypothesize that transcription factors recognize the promoter sequences and establish the basic transcriptional state and that the presence or absence of curved DNA sequences that promote nucleosome formation contributes to whether or not there is an ordered array of nucleosomes in the promoter region. In addition, interactions between transcription factors and chromatin, such as the binding of the TAF3 subunit of TFIID to trimethylated histone H3 lysine 4, 58 are likely to be important factors that influence the chromatin structure in the vicinity of the promoter.
It is also relevant to note that an extensive analysis of chromatin-associated proteins in Drosophila led to the classification of five types of chromatin, which were termed BLACK, BLUE, GREEN, RED, and YELLOW. 59 BLACK, BLUE, and GREEN chromatin are different forms of heterochromatin, whereas RED and YELLOW chromatin are different types of euchromatin. Notably, RED chromatin is enriched in a Drosophila sequence-specific promoter-binding protein termed the GAGA factor (or GAF), whereas YELLOW chromatin is deficient in GAGA factor. 59 In addition, it was found that focused promoters in Drosophila are enriched for GAGA factor and GAGA binding sites, whereas dispersed promoters are depleted in GAGA factor and GAGA binding sites. 31 Altogether, these data suggest that labile promoters are found in RED chromatin, while stable promoters are found in YELLOW chromatin. Consistent with this hypothesis, the ribosomal protein genes, which contain the TCT motif in their core promoters, are found in YELLOW chromatin.
TFIID and Cellular Differentiation
There is diversity not only in the constituents of the core promoter, such as the TATA box, Inr, and DPE, but also in the factors that interact with the core promoter (for reviews, see Refs 60 and 61). The variation of the basal transcriptional machinery adds another dimension to the complexity of regulation of the transcription process. For example, the TBP subunit of TFIID is the canonical TBP, but there are also TBP-related factors (TRFs). TRF3 (also known as TBP2 and TBPL2) is present in vertebrates, and can bind to TATA box sequences. In the analysis of the differentiation of myoblasts to myotubes, it was found that the canonical TBP-containing TFIID complex is replaced by a complex containing TRF3 and TAF3 62 (but also see Refs 61 and 63). In addition, studies of liver development revealed a substantial depletion of TFIID (TBP and TAFs) but not TFIIB, TFIIE, TFIIH, and RNA polymerase II during differentiation of hepatoblasts to hepatocytes. 64 These findings indicate that the factors that mediate basal transcription can change upon cellular differentiation. In the particular case of TFIID, it is possible that TFIID may function in a more 'pluripotent' manner in different cellular contexts, and that more specialized factors may substitute for TFIID in differentiated cells with more restricted and strictly defined transcriptional programs.
Practical Applications of the Core Promoter
There are practical applications of the core promoter. First, because of the potential for enhancer-core promoter specificity, the study of any transcriptional enhancer would be best carried out in conjunction with its cognate core promoter. Second, high levels of transcription can be achieved with an optimized core promoter that has been termed the super core promoter. 65 Third, a reporter gene with multiple core promoter elements can be used in studies involving the characterization of a large number of transcriptional enhancers. 66 For example, the presence of both TATA and DPE motifs in the core promoter would ensure that both TATA-specific and DPE-specific enhancers would function in conjunction with the reporter gene. In the future, the range of applications of the core promoter in research, biotechnology, and medicine will undoubtedly increase.
CONCLUSION
The core promoter is sometimes referred to as the 'gateway to transcription', as it is the site at which RNA polymerase II initiates its journey downstream the DNA template. Some of the many facets of the core promoter are as follows.
• The core promoter itself is a structurally and functionally diverse transcriptional element ( Figure 1 ). Different types of core promoters function with different sets of transcription factors and hence have distinct transcriptional properties. There are probably many core promoter motifs that remain to be discovered. As shown in the example of the TCT motif, rare core promoter elements can be of considerable biological importance. In addition, the identities and functions of many of the basal transcription factors that are used at different types of core promoters remain to be determined.
• Specific core promoter motifs can have key roles in biological networks ( Figure 5 ). The TCTbased transcription system for the synthesis of ribosomal proteins complements the RNA polymerase I and RNA polymerase III transcription systems for the synthesis of ribosomal and transfer RNAs. The Drosophila Hox genes are a DPE-based network, and Caudal, a regulator of the Hox genes, is a DPE-specific transcription factor. It is likely that other core promoter motifs, many of which remain to be discovered, will exhibit specific functions in other biological networks.
• The core promoter is probably involved in nearly every transcriptional process that occurs in the promoter region. One example is transcriptional pausing and the potential relation between the PB and the DPE core promoter motif. The core promoter is also likely to have a key role in divergent transcription, wherein transcription has been observed to initiate in both directions from the core promoter region (for review, see Ref 67 ).
• The focused and dispersed transcription initiation patterns (Figure 2 ) probably reflect two distinct mechanisms of transcription that occur from two different types of core promoters ( Figure 3 ). There is a general correlation of the transcription of housekeeping genes (a stable transcriptional state) with an ordered chromatin structure as well as a correlation of the transcription of regulated genes (a labile transcriptional state) with a lack of an ordered chromatin structure ( Figure 6 ). Current data suggest that CpG islands are not functionally linked to dispersed transcription or to transcription of housekeeping genes. The TATA, Inr, MTE, DPE, and TCT core promoter motifs are found in focused promoters. These core promoter elements are associated with regulated transcription, with the exception of the TCT motif, which is associated with housekeeping genes ( Figure 6 ).
The core promoter is a diverse and complex regulatory element that is at the heart of the transcription process. At the present time, we have identified many sequences, factors, and biological systems that are associated with core promoter function, yet many fundamental questions remain unanswered. For instance, what is the basic mechanism of transcription from dispersed promoters? How many other core promoter elements remain to be discovered? What are the factors that mediate transcription from TCT-dependent core promoters? How many sequence-specific enhancerbinding factors function specifically with a particular core promoter motif? What is the mechanism by which enhancer-core promoter specificity is achieved? The pursuit of these questions will lead to many exciting and important discoveries and will ultimately provide a framework upon which our knowledge of transcriptional regulation can be assembled.
